
Using Big Data and Semiotics to 
understand Air Pollution in Maharashtra 
and build resonant political narratives 
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Objectives and Methodology 



Objectives
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The purpose of this exercise is to better understand the discourse ecosystem for Air Quality in Maharashtra. 

Specifically, we are interested in the social media conversations taking place, the influencers who are leading 

these conversations, the ways the population searches, and the messaging that will resonate with people in 

Maharashtra. 

In order to do this, QUILT.AI has developed a method that looks at city profiles, discourse analysis, and cultural 

narratives.



Methodology 
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City Profile: We examined the digital ecosystem of each city to tease out the existing environment discussions. 

We were able to get a sense of the environmental concerns of each city and how these concerns were 

manifested. We also identified key influencers in each city. 

Discourse Analysis: We examined public posts across various social media platforms about air pollution. We 

looked at how each trend skewed to a different demographic group. We also identified the key types of 

influencers of each specific trend.

Cultural Tropes: We looked at advertising campaigns that have been developed over the past year - to 

understand effective narrative tropes used in nudging people to action. 

Next steps: 

Using the city, discourse and cultural research → we will design and deploy communication concepts and test 

them across the cities for their effectiveness. 



City Profiles: Engagement with Broader 
Category 



Maharashtra is engaged with Air 
Pollution - even though it’s not 
“visibly suffering” 
Air pollution is not as visible in Maharashtra, as it is in the Northern 
States. 

However, this does not mean that there isn't a point of view - between 
high interests in search for air pollution and AQI data, to very high 
denialism of the problem on social media  - we see Maharashtra 
engaging with the Air Pollution discourse as well. 
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Overview of each city

City A City B City C City D

Air Quality Index 106 152 156 155

Search volume index* 92 144 67 97

Seasonality of 
searches High Stable with a few key 

spikes High Stable

Acceleration of 
searches 114% 313% 189% 59%

% of articles on air 
pollution 2% 80% 7% 12%

*Search volume per city was normalised by population and converted to an indexed figure for comparison.

We first looked at air quality statistics and search/social trend data - to understand what was happening within 
the space of air pollution in each city.



City A: SURFACE LEVEL ENGAGEMENT
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Where the city stands
City A has the best air quality compared to the other 3 cities. Fittingly, 
it has the least concern and interest around air pollution out of the 
four cities. 

How it manifests
People in City A are having some level of conversation about the 
environment, however, these conversations are often at the surface. 
When people discuss environmental issues, it is often in reference to 
more distant global problems with a generic call to action. There is low 
volume of debate in  regional and localised issues. 

Who is interested in the conversation?
Journalists, politicians, and citizens are driving the conversation in City 
A. People in the city are idealists and respond to dreams and 
possibilities.



City A: SURFACE LEVEL ENGAGEMENT
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On the cusp of action via awareness raising Debates between politicians and citizens



City B: CONVERSATIONAL CITY

Where the city stands
City B registers the highest volume of chatter around air pollution. The 
city faces issues with its air quality and people in the city are very 
interested in issues of air pollution. 

How it manifests
However, most of this chatter is around the air pollution is surrounding 
Delhi, rather than local air quality. When people in City B talk about air 
pollution, it is often to take a dig at Delhi, or to criticise the national 
government, rather than to push for any local action. 

Who is interested in the conversation?
Sources of authority such as the news or prominent industry and 
political figures are leading the conversation in City B. People are 
influenced by the language of social activists, and talk of the 
environment. They also engage with broader philosophical ideas. 



City B: CONVERSATIONAL CITY
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Having the conversation but comparing to Delhi Prominent figures speaking up 



City C: GREEN CITY
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Where the city stands
City C experiences poor air quality among other environmental 
problems such as flooding due to heavy rains. Despite this, search 
interest and social chatter on air pollution is lower and less sustained 
through the year.

How it manifests
City C prides itself in being a green city, with #GreenCity C being a 
popular hashtag in the city. People in the city show more interest in 
visible issues such as flooding or positive examples of tree planting 
initiatives. However, they do not acknowledge the problem of air 
pollution and appear to be in denial about the problem. 

Who is interested in the conversation?
Traditional news sources dominate the conversation, with local 
businesses and community activists engaging in the discourse. People 
in City C appreciate attention to appearances and presentation.Those 
who participate show interest in environmental topics and take pride in 
how their city looks. 



City C: GREEN CITY
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Pride in taking control of issues / denial of air quality issues
Climate activist sentiment



City D: HANDS-ON CITY
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Where the city stands
People in the city are facing problems with air pollution and are 
acknowledging the problem. There is high search interest around 
issues of air pollution.

How it manifests
City D is looking to solve their problems by themselves. There is 
concern about environmental problems, and they are trying to focus 
on action. They are looking for localised hands-on solutions to their 
problem, and are sharing resources on #HowToDetoxifyAir. 

Who is interested in the conversation? 
People leading the conversation are generally traditional gatekeepers 
of knowledge:  scientists, journalists and politicians. People who are 
following the conversation look to facts and  authority and respond to 
influential figures who express nationalist and religious sentiments. 



City D: HANDS-ON CITY
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Honest social media conversations and reflections 
dominateFact-driven, action-oriented language
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City A:
SURFACE LEVEL 

ENGAGEMENT CITY

Low interest in air quality and  
and not much experience 

with air pollution: it is a 
distant problem

Low search interest and high 
seasonality in the searches

Mindset: Idealistic

City specific strategies of engagement 

City D: HANDS-ON 
CITY

Some awareness of air 
pollution and experiences air 

quality issues: trying to fix the 
problem themselves

Average interest via search, 
which centers around solution 

seeking 

Mindset: Action-oriented 
problem solvers. Responds to 

religious and nationalist 
sentiment.

City B:
CONVERSATIONAL 

CITY

High interest in air pollution 
and experiences air quality 

issues: it is a problem-Delhi’s 
problem. 

High volume and relatively 
stable interest in search

Mindset: Activists and 
thinkers

City C:
GREEN CITY

Low awareness of air 
pollution though 

experiencing air quality 
issues: in denial about air 

pollution

Emphasis is on local green 
initiatives

Lower air pollution searches; 
high variation and seasonality 

Mindset: Denial in favor of 
maintaining a good image



Air Pollution Narrative Tropes



The buzz around air pollution 
is mostly a counter narrative.
We examined social media feeds and digital behaviour across the state to get a 
sense of how people were talking about air pollution.

Across the state, the chatter around air pollution is mainly that of 
counter-narratives denying the severity of the problem. 

Three main themes emerged within the discourse: 
Individual denial, Political reframing, and Tangible 
Action.
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Individual Denial
Denial is fairly prevalent in the discourse on air pollution - people do not 
want to acknowledge it is a problem. 

There are two distinct strategies for denial: 
● “The sky is clear, therefore the problem does not exist. There are more 

pressing environmental issues”
● “We’re nowhere as bad as Delhi, don’t paint us with the same brush” 

The focus on Delhi allows other cities to get avoid talking about air 
pollution in their city.



The problem does not exist, there are more pressing issues.
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While Delhi’s toxic air quality gets traction in the news; in City B it 
is the heavy rains and flooding that tends to receive the most 
attention in the news. It is portrayed as the more ‘visible’ 
manifestation of climate change. 

Among the four cities, air pollution is only seen as a relevant 
environmental problem in City D, with flooding and droughts 
being more pressing concerns.

It is worth noting that while Delhi hashtags center around 
pollution (#DelhiAirEmergency, #DelhiChokes) in City B it is #City 
BRains that is trending. As a result of the focus on flooding, it is 
possible that the public may harbor some inaccurate views - that 
the rains can “wash away” pollution.

Demographic skews: 45+ year olds
City Skew: City B, City C
Influencers: Led by environmental activists



Crisis in Delhi allows City B to get away with it
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City B and Delhi’s long-standing history of rivalry has 
manifested in the discourse on air pollution. Because 
the toxic air crisis in Delhi has taken center stage in 
India’s discourse on air pollution, City B and the rest 
of Maharashtra are allowed to escape scrutiny. Air 
pollution simply isn’t seen as a problem in the state, 
and this has become a point of regional pride among 
City Bkars. 

Pollution in City B and the rest of Maharashtra is 
perceived as nowhere near as bad as that in Delhi. 
People in the state minimise the problem by 
comparing their cities to Delhi, which tends to 
receive more alarming coverage in the news.

Demographic skews: 35-44 year olds.
City Skew: City B 
Influencers: Led by popular news channels
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Political Reframing
People in power are reframing the issue in order to distract from the issue.
This happens in two ways:

● The spotlight on Diwali as the main cause of air pollution devolves into 
an attack on religion

● Pollution is positioned as an individual health issue rather than a 
broader socio-political issue



Spotlight on Diwali
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The conversation around air pollution is very much 
centered around Diwali. Across 5 years, higher search 
interest in air pollution peaks during Diwali. Critics 
are quick to fault Diwali, and other significant causes 
such as industrial and vehicular pollution are put on 
the sidelines. 

Because of the emphasis on Diwali as the main 
culprit, banning crackers during the festive season is 
seen as the solution. However, this ban is 
controversial and people have criticised it for being 
simply gestural and discriminatory against Hindus. 

Demographic skews: 35-54 y.o.
City Skew: All cities
Influencers: Political and religious figures



It’s a personal health issue 
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When confronted with public health concerns 
relating to pollution, some politicians redirect these 
concerns - by emphasizing that one’s health is 
one’s own responsibility. 

For example, some share advice about eating 
vegetables or practicing lung exercises as a way to 
combat the effects of pollution. 

This narrative pushes responsibility to the individual - 
although led by politicians, brands and individuals 
continue to promote related health advice.

Demographic skews: 25-44 y.o.
City Skew: City B
Influencers: Political figures, healthcare “experts” 
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Tangible Action
There are people who are aware and and want to act, but their locus of intervention 
is as follows:
● Individualistic short-term solutions such as indoor plants, masks, air purifiers 
● Long term and community focused cure-alls, specifically tree plantation 
● Theatrical activism to call attention to the issue



Short-term, individualistic solutions
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In the Jugaad spirit, people have been looking for novel ways to adapt 
to the problem to combat the effects of air pollution. From buying air 
purifiers to indoor plants, people are on the lookout for simple daily 
‘hacks’ that they can easily integrate into their lives. 

With the scale of the problem seemingly too big to solve, people in the 
state value their agency in taking individual steps to protect themselves 
from the effects of pollution. Individualised solutions return agency to 
the people in a situation they might otherwise feel helpless and 
disenfranchised in.

Demographic skews: 35-64 y.o.
City Skew: City B, City D
Influencers: Led by brands in the anti-pollution products industry



Tree planting as the cure-all to air pollution
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Across cities in Maharashtra, tree planting initiatives are 
celebrated - at both a community and an individual level. This 
is likely a result of the Harit Maharashtra tree plantation drive 
in 2016. Tree plantation also seems to be an ‘easier’ initiative 
for individuals to get behind and rally around on despite also 
being a highly politicized issue. 

The Aarey Forest felling has gained significant news coverage 
and galvanized several activist groups who actively campaign 
to #SaveAareyForest. The forest is likened to ‘green lungs’ and 
is seen as a critical solution to combat air pollution 
(#SaveAareySaveCity B).

Demographic skews: 35+ y.o.
City Skew: City B
Influencers: Led by environmental activists



Theatrical activism to call attention to the issue
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People are taking action into their own hands and 
demonstrating how pollution has real, felt effects on them as 
individuals. For youngsters, wearing masks have taken on a 
subversive meaning- from a form of protection to a sign of 
protest against air pollution.

On TikTok, there are trending videos of teens walking around 
with a mask attached to water cooler, mimicking the ‘air tank’ 
look — calling to attention how poor the air quality is.

These videos have a satirical element to them and ‘poke fun’ at 
the situation - but lack a call to action or any clear directive.

Demographic skew: 18-24 y.o.
City Skew: City B
Influencers: Led by popular TikTok personalities, 
meme/humour pages 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iXDPgcvTb47y9YaT0aWdLCM2KPZmQc1t/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YPZGvXzi6J7T9nNKPkPlhUlgXq9qK1LV/preview
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Problem doesn’t exist

Cities: City B, City C
Older adults, 45-60+

Skews in narratives - where and who are having these 
conversations? 

Individual denial: 50% Political reframing: 38% Tangible action: 11%

Delhi is worse

Cities: City B
Adults, 25-60+

Personal health issue

Cities: City B
Teens, 18-19

Diwali is the problem

Cities: All cities
Adults, 25-60+

Short-term, individualistic 
solutions

Cities: City B, City D
Adults, 25-60+

Tree planting

Cities: City B
Teens, 18-19 and Adults 45-60+

Theatrical activism

Cities: City B
Teens, 18-19 and Adults 25-40



General tropes to leverage - what do 
they care about beyond Air?



Principles of effective communications in contemporary 
media landscape
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Narratives that speak about deeper values: 
placing individuals in national context or 

familial context, or even in the context of a 
larger timeline 

Narratives that are provocative and quirky: 
disrupting the script via surrealism and 

un-stereotyping, or using shocking visuals



Narratives that speak to 
deeper values 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nUPg2Dj6bs


The nation is a collection of people and their actions 
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The self and nation are heavily intertwined - the nation is depicted as a 
collection of people; and for the individual, national identity is held dearly 
as a source of pride, and is strongly interwoven with his own sense of self.

Man’s bonds with his motherland are depicted as sacred and intimate, to 
the extent that it is seen as a duty to a higher calling that he “must fulfill”. 
This manifests in fighting valiantly for a civic mission or to preserve old 
school values.

This is often used as a central theme in popular films and as a rousing 
narrative in advertising geared at men, for example:

● Indian Terrain ad - links men’s clothing to a deeper self identity and 
equates the spirit of a nation to the the spirit of man (4.8M views)

● Bharat film - protagonist who embodies the intricate bonds 
between man & nation (₹251.27 crore box office)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUtzX6o4YxA


Creating a glimpse into the future: adding deeper perspective 
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Rather than simply push a top-down, paternalistic 
message about doing what is right, brands are instead 
choosing to subtly communicate the effects across time.

This has the effect of presenting the topic at hand as a 
deeper question about one’s own future.

Examples:
● ICICI Lombard for World Heart Day - shows the 

visible ageing of a man as he talks about his love 
for food and unhealthy lifestyle choices (1.6M views)

● Bournvita - narrative of a grandmother talking to 
her granddaughter, reflecting on the marked 
differences in their childhoods and what this 
means for her granddaughter (2M views)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPRz9sGOa80


Timeless values as a way to make people think 
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Storytelling in ads often spotlights timeless values such 
as family love, kindness, and sacrifice. 

These values are fleshed out in an emotional storyline 
toward a big emotional payoff that prompts reflection.

Examples:
● Honda “I Made It Big” - turns the narrative from a 

son making it big in life to how his relationship 
with his mother remains a priority (60K views)

● Ariel’s Share The Load campaign - spotlights 
encourages husbands to take on more laundry 
duties at home (3.5M views)

● Mother’s Recipe #GiftOfTime - showcases the 
tireless sacrifices mothers make for their families 
(200K views)



Nudge Directions: Narratives that speak to deeper 
values 

● We have a duty to restore 
India’s air to its former glory. 

● What kind of future do you 
want for your children? Do you 
want them to breathe better 
air in the future? 

● You can do your part and 
make sacrifices to build a 
more beautiful future for your 
children.
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Narratives that are 
provocative and quirky





Provocation as a way to grab attention 
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Print advertising has adopted the use of provocative visuals as a 
way to deliver hard-hitting truths. The idea is to subvert ‘ordinary’ 
visuals in a way that causes the viewer to do a double-take.

Through its creative use of visuals, these ads aim to deliver a 
powerful message by provoking a strong emotional response.

Examples:
● Bangalore traffic police - to deter driving while distracted 

or using their phones
● Vision Foundation - persuade people to donate their eyes 
● Reliance General’s Anti-Sexual Abuse - juxtaposing what’s 

“normal” during Holi with what would not be socially 
acceptable in another context (#HoliNotHooliganism)

● World Environment Day - encouraging people to put an 
end to plastic pollution



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9h5BFXMz_XU


Un-stereotyping: charting our own path 
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Freedom is portrayed as the physical act of breaking 
away from stereotypes to explore one’s individuality. 
There is an emphasis on speaking one’s truth and 
breaking away from convention.

Examples:
● Jabong ‘Be You’ - celebrates exploring various 

looks to break traditional gender stereotypes 
(194k views)

● Pond’s ‘See What Happens’ ad - the story of a 
girl who hides her controversial hobby (boxing) 
but finds freedom in coming out to her 
mother (10m views)

● Gully Boy film - a City B street rapper who uses 
his music to shed light on his experience with 
urban inequalities (₹165.58 crore box office)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rISrS2BHb3Q


Bringing ordinary objects to life through quirky storytelling  
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Everyday objects like pots and pans can be turned into 
interesting, unusual objects through dramatised stories. 

This can range from surreal, absurdist experiences in an 
everyday context to quirky storytelling that draws viewers 
into the story. These stories can make these objects more 
relatable and memorable to viewers. 

Examples:
● Bajaj Electricals’ Nirlep Pan - a gorilla stress-tests a 

pan in homeware store to show how hardy it is 
(100K views)

● Milton Thermosteel flask - showcases the colors of 
the flask through a quirky, lighthearted romance 
on train (22K views)



Nudge Directions : Narratives that are provocative 
and quirky

● You don’t feed your 
kids poison, why 
would you let them 
breathe poison? 

● The air is so bad 
even the trees need 
a mask

Delhi You

You’re dead either way.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZJYI0NFs7Y


Designing Nudge Narratives (in Process) 



YOU ARE DELHI

Message Type: If we keep ignoring the 
crisis, you will put your family  at risk. 

Do we want to end up like Delhi? 

This is a bigger problem that air purifiers 
and indoor plants cannot fix. 
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Where they stand currently: 
Recognise the problem but see it as a 
personal health issue. Their action 
remains at the individual level. 

Late teens

Where they stand currently: 
Minimise the problem by comparison 
with Delhi, or writing it off as a problem 
only during Diwali. Their action skews 
towards looking for home remedies. 

  

Adults/Parents

Where they stand currently: 
Strong denial - if they can’t see it then 
it’s not a real problem. They take notice 
only when issues make headlines (e.g. 
political drama over Aarey forest).

Older/Grandparents

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD

Message Type: 
Your politicians are lying to you - lung 
exercises can’t prevent lung cancer

Make your voice louder as a group - 
together, you can wake people up to the 
problem.

SILENT MURDER

Message Type: 
It’s an urgent problem, and it’s silently 
killing you and your family. You have a 
duty to your family and city to find out 
more and act now 

As a City Bkar, how can you let your 
city choke to death?

Nudge messaging design ideas
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Working copy for testing
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Working copy for testing
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Working copy for testing
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Working copy for testing
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Working copy for testing
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Working copy for testing
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Working copy for testing
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Language: 
● All 4 cities- Predominantly 

English, and/or Hindi 

Platform skews: TikTok, Instagram 

Late teens

Language:
● In City B & City D- 

Predominantly English, 
and/or Hindi

● In City C & City A- 
Predominantly English, 
and/or Marathi

Platform skews: Twitter, Facebook

Adults/Parents

Language: 
● In City B & City D- 

Predominantly English, 
and/or Hindi

● In City C & City A- 
Predominantly English, 
and/or Marathi

Platform skews: Twitter, 
Facebook

Older/Grandparents

How and where to speak to them?


